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Abstract 

The design of robustly performing controllers 
(or a eJa.u of practical control problema is COD

sidered, involving both parametric and un
structured uncertainty. The problem is dealt 
with in the struetnrtd lingula.r value (1')
framewori: . An iterative approach comprising 
both p.-analyUs of the detailed problem and 
D-K-itcratioD (or a modified problem is pro-
pOled, .. DO direct solution to the detailed I"
Iynthesis problem is known to date. Witb a 
practical MIMO procen control example it is 
.hOWll that tlw. approach lead. to controllers 
that exhibit robult performance. 

Keywords: Robult performance, Struc
tured aingulaz values, ","Synthesis, Mixed 
parametric and unstructured uncertainty, Prc> 
cen control. 

1 Introduction 

ModelliDg ot dynamicalaystems on the basis of 
balance equations and conservation laws typ
ically leads to nonlinear state space dClcri~ 
tiou with uncertain parameters. Very oRen 
nonlinear eft'eds are tbe prom.i.nent character
istic of such systems. To design compensators 
that take the uncertainties Anti the nonlinear
itiea into account is a vcry difficult and yet 
uuolved problem. However in many practical. 
cases the complicatioM imposed by uncertain 
pbysical parameters are more restriding than 
thoac imposed by nonlinearity. This is e.g. the 
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case wben the system is only weakly nonlinear 
in a wide operating range or when the devi .... 
tiou from the operating point an small (e.g. 
due to the controUer to be designed). In thi5 
paper we consider controller design for systems 
with uncettain ph;yaieal parameters for which 
nonlinear etrects play an inferior role only. The 
key wue is that we not only demand stability 
to be achieved robustly, but require tbat good 
performance also be achieved robustly. We 
restrid our attention to performance objec
tives that can be formulated in the frequency 
domain. We will consider this dass of con
trol problems within the strudured singular 
value {IJ)-framework [I, 2]. An application 
to a practical process control problem will be 
tilled to illustrate the design technique. Sim
ulation rcsn1ts with a nonlinear model of the 
process show that indeed good performance is 
achieved robustly. 

In Section 2.1 some basic concepts of stan
dard IVtheory ate reviewed. The precise prob
lem formulation and the solution in the IV 
framework is described in Section 2.2. Finally 
a rob1l5tly performing controllet for a contin
uous stirred tank rea.c:tor (CSTR) is designed 
and evaluated in Section 3. 

2 Controller Design for a 
Specific Class of Control 
Problems 

2.1 Brief Review of ,,-Control 
Theory 

The structured singular value (SSV or IJ) was 
introduced to give a quantitative characteri
sation of the effects of structured uncertainty 
on stability and performance of linear dynami
cals;ystems [1]. RoughJy spcaking uDcertainty 
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Figure 1: Block .tructure {or rohUit .tabilil.y 
and. perCormance &naIra 

will be c.aJJecl ,truct.n:d i! there ia more t.b..a 
onc "lOuIce" (or it and theae different IOUICes 
are independenUy taken into ac:count. Each 
lOurcc is represented by a DormaliJed perinI
batiOD 6 . which represents an arbitrary dy
namical.ystem with H(ad ~ 1 Vw. 

In order to evaluate stability and perfor
mance tbe clOled loop loop it represented .. 
so called M-o-strudure. Control performance 
as considered in this paper is characterised by 
the in8UCDCC that external inputs v, like dis
tutbances and selllOr noise, have on enernal 
outputs e , like the tra.ckins error. FiS· 1 rep
resents tbe extended M-d-.hudure that is a 
.tandudi.ed. description of the let of all poui
ble clOied loop .ystems [3]. A. is a bloadias· 
onal matrix containiDg tbe dift"ercnt perturba
tions 0, and M is an appropriately partitioned 
matri:l: {M = (Ml1Mni M :uMn]) containing 
only nomib&! quanti.lies. For the control prob
lem UDder eonaiderati.on the formwaHon of the 
M-.6.-.trndure is elucidated in more detail in 
Section 2.2. 

Conditions for I:obuat .tability and alao Cor 
I:obut performance can be stated via the 
structured singular value Cor .y.temJ in this 
.tandard M-.o.-.trncture. In the frequency do
main the considered performance is expressed 
in terms of the H ",,-norm oC the trander ma
trix F.(M, .4..) from v to e: 

11F.(M.4.)II~ = .upu(F.(M. 4.» < 1-
" (1) 

The following theorems hold: 

Robu.t Stability Theorem [IJ : The do.cd 
loop ,yrlem in Pig. 1 u ,fable lor all normal
iud perlUTN'ion.t .4.. i/ond only il 

p(Mn) < 1 Vw (2) 

Robust Performance Theorem {I): TM 
dowlloop ,y"em in Fig. I ,otujiu the Hoo
perlormonce condition IIF.(M, 4..)1100 < 1/01' 
all normalized perlurbati01Ul.4.. if and onlv if 

p(M) < 1 Vw • (3) 

The tbeoremJ stated abaTe allow to ana
lyse the elosed loop behavior or linear sys
tems with a given controller with respect to 
the effects or .tructured uncertainty on sta
bility and performance (IHJnaly,u). Compu
tation or the .huctured singular value Cor p.
analysis is possible ror a wide range oC control 
problem. (e.g. [4)). Bow to synthesise con
hollen that guarantee robust dability and r~ 
bust performanee ("'-'lInthuu) is a consider
ably more difficult question. To date only 0-
K-iteration [2} and I""K-Heration [5) are known 
to lObe the p.-syntheais problem Cor a limited 
cl.au or uncettainty descriptions. The problem 
couidered here is DO\ suited Cor D-K-iteration. 
In Section 2.2 a p.-synthesis approach for this 
problem is proposed. 

2.2 Solution of the Control Prob-
lem in the p-Framework 

In this paper we eonsidet dynamic systems 
that are modelled on the basis of balance equa
tion. and fint principles. This typieally results 
in nonlinear dynamical equati.ons with uncer
tain physieal parameters. The controller. are 
designed on baais oCa linear MIMO .tate .pace 
model [A, B, C , D] that is obtained by linean..
ing the nonlinear equations about the operat
ing point. 

The particular characteristic oC the systems 
.tudied is that the elements or A, B, C and 
D depend on physical parameters p and the 
stationary values oC the states x. and input. 
u •. This mean. Cor the elements or A: 

(4) 

and the analogoUi iJ true for the elements or B I 
Cud D. Vety onen, the values oCthe physical 
parameters &le only known to lie within an 
interval, giving rise to a structured uncertainty 
description. 

In the following it is .hown how the uncer
tainties can be modelled and specifically how 
this lead. to the M-.o.-structure required (or p.
synthesis. The basic idea of the propo.ed un
certainty description is to write out the param
eter dependence oC the elements oC the .ystem 
matrices. The functional relations of the co
efficients or the .tate-space matrices in which 
the uncertain p&l&lDctera p appear are kept, 
e.g. 

0;; = o;;(p) • (5) 
instead oC just calculating bounds for each el
ement of the state-.pace matrices, e.g. 

(6) 
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Figure 2: Block diagram of uncertainty de
.eriptioD of example system 

Coblider fOf instance the following simple 
SISO-example: 

z = u+bu with a=b.6=2+Jl 
r = ez with c=] 

p u a physical parameter whole ftlue ill just 
known to lie in an interval fp - ~p, p + .6.,) 
around it. nominal value p. The plant with 
uncertainties iI deacribed with a nOrmaW:ed 
perturbation 6,. and the uncertainty "weitht" 
.6.p .. follows: 

i = [tPlz + [2 + PJu + [tdp]6pZ:+ 
+[.6.,]6,." I with 16,.1 S 1,6,. E JR. 

1'=z: . 

Pallina: out the puturbatiou 6,. lead. to the 
block diap-am aho~ ill Fi,. 2. TbiJ; n.ult. 
in an M-.6.-.trudurc with. dialonal .6. .. -
matrix, containins • repeated, real, .cala:r 
perturbation 6". 

This scheme tan easily and non-c.onservatively 
be gencralli:ed for more complicated systems, 
including MIMO-systems. It leads to M-d
strudures where A. contains several diagonal 
bloch 6iI with repeated, rcal, sealar uneer
tainties, one block (01 each uncertain par&me
ter. 

Up to now, the part of the M-.6.-sbudure 
that ill related to .6. .. WIUI beated. The remain
ing part of the M -.6.-lirudure to be specified 
is the performance specification, related to .6., 
(Ice alao Fig. 1 and 3). 

The performance ill specified by the Hoo
Norm oC some closed-loop transfer fuudion, 
e.g. the weighted sensitivity fundion S: 

(7) 

Now, the M-.6.-lirudure is fully specified. 
Theoretically. one could execute a I"'syntheaill 
now. However, as mentioned in Sedion 2.1, 

--~~-
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Figure 3: M-.6.-strudure for robust perfor
mance containing a plant G' with uncertainty 
description and a performance specification 

it ill not possible to perform a D-K-iteration 
for Iyliemtl containing real, repeated uncer
tainties. In D-K-iteration p..-analym, leading 
to so called D-matriccs, and Hoo-synthesis, 
making use of the D-matrices and leading to 
controllers K. alternate with each other. p
analysis for s)'stemtl with real, repeated uncer
tainties does not lead to D-m.atriccs that arc 
suitable (or Hoo-synthesis. 

As alternative approach, the following iter
ative scheme on basis of D-K-iteration is pro
pOled. IC the sd oC permissible perturbationa 
in .6. .. is enlarged D-K-iteraUon is possiblc. 
Each real, repeated ICalar 6illud is replaced 
by a diagonal block consisting of several inde
pendent complex scalars: 

diag(6ih6i3 .... ,6ik), with 6ij E C . (8) 

We suggest a D-K-iteration with tbe modified 
perturbations, followed by a p-analysis for the 
original problem. p..-analysis for problemtl with 
repcated real scalar perturbation blocks can be 
performed (e.g. [6,7]). In this first step tem
porarily conservatism is introduced by modi
fring the uncertainty description. 

Fig. 4 shows a flowchart of the proposed 
approach to #",synthesis. The IUbsequent #'" 
analysis determines exadly whetber robust 
performance has been achieved for tbe orig
inal problem. One cannot exped that the 
computed controller meeh the desired robust 
performance condition at once. This comes 
from the potentially significant difference be
tween the modified and the original problem. 
A robustly performing controller for the orig
inal problem can be synthesi.ed in an itera
tive process: The outcome of the p-synthesis 
is crucially dependent on the performance 
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Figure 4: Diagr&m of proposed iterative 
I""lynthetiJ 

weight oed. By uDnS a dift'erenl performance 
weisht W".(_) from the actually wanted 
W,(s) it is in many cues possible to find 
a controller that aatillfies the robult pedor. 
mute objective W,(.) for the original prob
lem. Tbe ","Malya. .tep gives in!orma.tion 
about the neeeuary modification. ofW .... (.). 
One might e.g. dloose a performance weight 
W., .. {_) that demands higher petfofIDaDce in 
a certai.D. frequency range in order to stress 
achieTement of penormllDce over stability. 

There is DO guarantee to find a controller 
that satisfies the robust performance criterion 
even when iterating OYU W

" 
.. (_) . H snch • 

controller e&Illlot be found, either the desired 
performance weight Wp(s) baa to be rdu:ed 
or the uncertaint, description m.igbt have to 
be chuged. It h .. to be emphamed that if 
the robut penormuce tCit rw. it does Dot 
neceuarily Rgni!y that a ,.....optimal controller 
{or the original problem dOel not wt. ThiJ 
jut me&nl that it ill not pOllible to calculate 
it with the approa.ch SQuested. 

3 Application to a CSTR 

3.1 Description of Control Prob-
lem 

The plant considered is a continuous stirred 
tank leaetor (CSTR) in which cyclopentenol 
(B) ill produced fromeyclopentadiene (A). The 
by-product. eldopentanediol (e) and dicy
clopentadiene (D) are produced in unwanted 
chain- and secondary reactions. 

Only the reactant cydopentadiene ill red 
into the reactor with concentration CAO and 
flow rate V. The achange oCheat between the 
reador and ita surroundings is tin. The dy
namics orihe .yltem are described by a .y.tem 
oC three nonlinear equations which can be de
rived from m .... and energy balances. Certain 
parameter. are only known within bounds. 
with a relati ... e uncertainty ranging from 1.3 % 
10 56%. 

The concentration of cyclopentenol Cs and 
the temperature d ~ the controlled variables 
and ean directly be measured. For perCor
mance mainl, CD is interesting. The manip
ulated variables are V and 4". Thu. we bave 
a TITO control problem. Specific bounds are 
also given for the range of V. The input con
centration CAO of the plant varies, since it de
pends on lOme upstream unit and is regarded 
u disturbance. The control objective is to reg· 
wate changes in the disturbance CAO by ~12 % 
and to aUow for .et point changes for Cs by 
-23% and +6%. 

This problem wu proposed by Klatt and 
Engell (8) as a benchmark problem {or con
troller design. 

3.2 Design of a I'-optimal Con
troller for the CSTR 

The control problem pOled in Section 3.1 is of 
the elul eODJidereci in this paper. The CSTR 
introduced there is modelled by a third order 
.,.tem of Donlinear difl'erential equations. It 
h .. two inpull and two outpull. The reactor is 
only weak1y nonlinear in the operating range 
conlidered. The .ystem exhibits one Jero in 
the right half plane or which the location varies 
~nilieantly with the operating point. Para.
metric uncertainty are brought in by seven UD
certain chemo--ph1ucal constant.. We want to 
use the framework proposed in SedioD 2.2 to 
design a robustly performing controller. 

The I""framework requires a linear model 
plua uncertainty description that can be re
arranged into an M-a-.tructure u in Fig.!. 
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Figure 6: ~ Cor robud performa.nce (.olid line), 
rabut .tability (dasbdottcd) and nominal per
formance (dasbed) 

The c.outrudion oC the UDcertainty descri~ 
lion is hued on the equation. of the linearucd 
.y.tem and is performed .imi1.ar to the exam
ple in Section 2.2. 

The perfotma.ncc objective chOICD is ex
pressed in terms oftbe weighted output sensi
Hvity fundion: 

IIWpSIl~ < I. (0) 

The desired performance is described by WI' = 
VI"l!: 

.+ 10 
.. p.(-) = 2(_ + 0.1) (10) 

The weight 'WP1(') ill abo chosen aa 
fillt synthesis weight W., .. (.) and a IV 
.yntbeaiJ Itep u performed with it. Thit 
step cowb of D-K-itcration (or the mod
ified problem and JVanalyais of tbe angl
nal problem, according to the approach ex
plained in SedioD 2.2. The controller found 
dOtl Dot even achieve the desired perfor
mance nominally. A more demanding syn
thesis weigM W.... is chosen. I'-analysis 
of the original problem ,uggelts a .tronger 
weighting of the backing error and an increase 
in the bandwidth. The muimally allowed 
tracking enor is lowered from 0.02 to 0.005 
&tid the loop bandwidth is increased by a fac
tor of two. With this .ynthesis weigM, the 
D-K-iteration converges after six steps to a 
conholler that fails only marginally to meet 
t~e I'-teat for the robust performance objec
tIVe UlPl. Therefore the JW-Iyntheaia is not re
~ea.tcd but instead a modified pcrforme.nce ob
Jective is chosen 50 that robust performance 

~~.c-_ 

". r-----~~-~--~~---, 
T ,~L-~--____________ ~~~-~-~.~ 

l ......:::-...... ..-..... .. 
10" '. 
, •. 
,~ 

Figure 6: Singulau values of 5 and T for the 
#,-controller (dashed) and the Boo-conboller 
(",lid) 

witb the I'-controllcr obtained above can be 
guaranteed: 

..p,(-) = 5(. + 0.05) . (11) 

Fig. 5 Ihowl the graph of I' for robust perfor
mance, Iobust stability and nominal perfor
mance Cor this perCormance objedivc. Ii can 
be seen, tbat the condition Cor robust penor
Mance (I'(M) < 1 Viol) is satisfied, guarantee
iag perCormance not worse than l/lwPl(;w)1 
not only Cor the nominal plant but also Cor the 
perturbed plant. 

An Boo-controller, designed with an 
(5, T, KS)-criterion is compared to the I'
controller. lis singular values oC the lensi
tivity Sand compiemf!Dtary sensitivity T are 
shown in Fig. 6, together with the respec
tive singular values of the I'-eontroller. The 
loop shapes of the Boo-controller luggest IU
perior dynamic behavior compared to the I'
controller. However 17"(5) and a(T) only de
scribe nominal performance and do not give 
any inCormation about rohult perCormance. 
The crucial tcst is a I'-analysis. The Boo
controller has a peal value of 1':= 1.106 > 1. 
Hence the Boo-controller docs not satisfy the 
robust perCormance objective and therefore no 
guarantee for achievement oC perCormance in 
the. presence of uncertainty can be given . Ii 
should be noted that the Hoo-design is by loop-
5hapiag, disregarding all inCormation about 
the uncertainty. 

The performance objective was posed in 
the frequency domain. Another question is 
whether the I'"controUer meets time domain 
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Figure 7: Step responses of cs(t) {or Hoo-controller (left) and p--controUer (right). The distur
bance CAD it changed by +12 %. Simultaneously the Idpoint cs" . j is changed by -23 %. 

demands. To examine this, nonlinear simn
iatiOIll are performed. Fig. 7 showl typical 
Itep retpollSel of Cs for the II'" and the He»
conholler for simultueonl disturbance &nd 
letpoint cha.cges. The fuUline is the step re
.pOllle for the DOmina! plant while the other 
line! &J'e retponles for plants with physical pa
rametera that are changed within their UQ

certainty limits. It iI clearly visible tbat 
the ,,""controller does Dot degrade its penot
m&Dce aignifieaDtiy despite perturbed pazam
den while the H ag·controller doCi alter its 
behavior conaidcrably. The nonlinear simn
!aliou confirm the results oC the #,""ualysis 
&D.d .how that tbe #""coDhollcr a.c.hicvc:s lit. 

truly robust performance. 

4 Conclusions 

Dcsisn oC robustly performing controllers Cor 
a clau oCpr&cucal control problems is couid
ereei. This c:Ius appea.n naturally when the 
dcsisD ia hued on models obtained by lincaril
ing nonlinear balance equations with uncedain 
physical par&meters. 
This controller synthesia problem can be 
treated in the structured singular value (1')
fr&mewori: . However Itandard D~K-iteration 
{or p.--synthesis cannot be applied. Inltead. we 
propose a technique involving p.--analysis of the 
problem and D-K-iteration of a modified prob
lem. By this a p.--.uboptimal controller can be 
found in an iterative procedure. It should how
ever be stressed that there are cues for which 
the proposed .cheme does not lead to satis
fying results. An alternative solution to this 
problem could possibly be obtained by J'-K
iteration. Experience suggests however tbat 
an increased computational effod will be nec
essary in general. 

The method is applied to the control of 
.. CSTR for cyc:lopcntenol synthesis. With-

out unrealistic effort it it possiblc to daign 
a controller satisfying the robust performance 
requirement. Time domain simulation. with 
a detailed nonlinear procu. model confirm 
the guaranteed performance. The increased 
computational effod neceuary (e.g. compared 
to Boo-design) pay. out in a decreased COD

servatism and a guarantee for robu.t perfor
mance. 
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